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Spatial Stimuli Gradient Based Multifocus Image Fusion Using Multiple Sized Kernels
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Abstract: Multi-focus image fusion technique extracts the focused areas from all the source images and combines them into a new image which contains all focused objects.
This paper proposes a spatial domain fusion scheme for multi-focus images by using multiple size kernels. Firstly, source images are pre-processed with a contrast
enhancement step and then the soft and hard decision maps are generated by employing a sliding window technique using multiple sized kernels on the gradient images.
Hard decision map selects the accurate focus information from the source images, whereas, the soft decision map selects the basic focus information and contains minimum
falsely detected focused/unfocused regions. These decision maps are further processed to compute the final focus map. Gradient images are constructed through state-ofthe-art edge detection technique, spatial stimuli gradient sketch model, which computes the local stimuli from perceived brightness and hence enhances the essential
structural and edge information. Detailed experiment results demonstrate that the proposed multi-focus image fusion algorithm performs better than the other well known
state-of-the-art multifocus image fusion methods, in terms of subjective visual perception and objective quality evaluation metrics.
Keywords: focus map; image fusion; multi-focus; multi kernel; spatial domain fusion

1

INTRODUCTION

Usually, imaging cameras have the limitation of a
finite field of depth which causes a partially focused scene
acquired from the optical lens [1]. The objects located
within the field of depth of a camera have sharp details,
whereas the rest of the objects are blurred [2]. Partially
focused images often provide limited performance in
various applications including surveillance, remote
sensing, medical imaging and object recognition [1].
Therefore, multiple images are acquired and the
complementary information of these images is combined
into one single image by using image fusion techniques.
Multifocus image fusion algorithms can be broadly
classified into two categories: transform domain
algorithms [3] and spatial domain algorithms [4]. A subcategory of transform domain fusion algorithms is the
multiscale transform. Multiscale transformation is applied
on the source images to obtain multi-resolutions and
decomposed coefficients of low and high frequencies or
orientations. Based upon the fusion rule, different sub-band
coefficients are considered, and the final fused image is
obtained by taking inverse multiscale transform. Early
proposed multiscale transform fusion methods include:
pyramid decomposition [5], wavelet transform [6],
complex wavelet transform [7] and contourlet transform
[8]. Some of the latest multiscale transform fusion methods
are proposed in [9-12]. Since these kinds of algorithms
apply a global fusion technique, hence, for misregistered
images they produce poor results [13]. Moreover, These
methods generally produce a low contrast fused image
[14].
Spatial domain algorithms usually find the saliency
map/focus regions in the source images [14] for fusion.
Block based fusion methods have been used widely
because the focus measure cannot be efficiently
represented by a single pixel [15]. The optimum size of
block is another challenge in these types of methods
because the larger block size may result in degraded weight
calculation, especially for a block having both, focused and
unfocused areas.
Usually spatial domain fusion algorithms are immune
to shift variance and due to simplicity, they are the best
choice for incorporation in real-time devices. Saliency
detection for focus measure is the basic requirement for
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spatial domain algorithms. Normally, gradient information
is used to detect the focused areas in the image. Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), is a well-known
algorithm to find the feature vectors that contain gradient
information on key points in an image [16]. However,
dense SIFT (DSIFT) finds 128D feature vector for each
pixel in the image, in contrast to SIFT which finds 128D
feature vector for key points only [17]. Baseline for DSIFT
algorithms is the binning of magnitude and directions of
the gradients. Therefore, Liu et al. used DSIFT for
determination of activity map for multi-focus image [18].
The DSIFT can be used for the registration of misaligned
source images; however, most of the available datasets in
case of multi-focus image fusion are pre-registered.
Moreover, activity map determination using DSIFT is
computationally expensive as compared to some latest
gradient based implementations such as; Spatial Stimuli
Gradient Sketch Model (SSGSM) proposed by Mathew
and James [19].
In this paper, we used a multiple sized kernel technique
to determine the focus map. A kernel size of n and n × n is
used simultaneously to measure the focus activity in each
of the source images. The kernel size of n and n × n
determines the hard and soft decision maps, respectively.
The hard decision map has the tendency to differentiate
between the boundary of focused and unfocused regions,
whereas the soft decision map strikes out the outliers
falsely detected by the soft decision maps. The focus map
is finally determined by combining the hard and soft
decision maps. Histogram equalization is applied as a
preprocessing step to enhance the edge information in the
source images.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
section 2 describes the detailed fusion scheme of the
proposed algorithm. Experimental setup and results are
discussed in section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
section 4.
2

PROPOSED FUSION SCHEME

The flow diagram of our proposed fusion scheme is
given in Fig. 1. As most of the datasets available for multifocus image fusion are preregistered, we assume that both
the source images are preregistered in this work. Smooth
regions of the source image belong to unfocused area and
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the region containing sharp edges froms a part of the
focused area. Therefore, for pre-processing, contrast of
both the source images is enhanced by using the Nonparametric Modified Histogram Equalization (NMHE)
presented in [20]. This helps boost the information
regarding the edges available in the source images. The
fusion scheme proposed in this paper is mainly divided into
three steps. First, local stimuli map of both the preprocessed source images is calculated by using SSGSM.
Local stimuli maps are used to compute the activity level
maps which contain the information of focused areas in
both the images. Following that, the determined focused
areas of both source images, along with the undetermined
area are computed in the coarse decision map by using the
focus information in both activity level maps. The next step
is to refine the undetermined area of the coarse decision
map by using the local focus measure to obtain a final
decision map. As a last step, the final decision map is used
to obtain the fused image.

to the gradient magnitudes of the original source images
shown in Fig. 2e-h.
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Figure 2 Effect of preprocessing technique using NMHE, a)-d) Original images;
e)-h) Gradients of a)-d) images respectively; i)-l) Contrast stretched using NMHE
of a)-d) images respectively and m)-p) gradient of i)-l) images respectively

Eq. (1) determines a threshold and the pixels higher
than the threshold contribute in the modified histogram.
Figure 1 Flow diagram of proposed fusion algorithm

Histogram equalization is widely used to enhance the
low contrast images so that the original image can be
mapped as close as possible to the uniform distribution of
the intensities in the histogram. NMHE is one of the
histogram equalization methods which not only enhances
the contrast, but also preserves the average brightness of
the original image.
We used NMHE as a pre-processing step for the
contrast enhancement of source images. NMHE algorithm
calculates an updated histogram by removing the spikes
from the original histogram whose occurrence in the
histogram is very high as compared to neighbouring
intensity levels. The first step of NMHE suppresses the
spikes from original histogram. Afterwards the algorithm
clips and normalizes the histogram of the previous step and
then calculates the cumulative deviation of the transitional
updated histogram from the uniform histogram. It then uses
this as a weighting factor to construct a final updated
histogram that is a weighted mean of the updated histogram
and the uniform histogram. It then uses this as a weighting
factor to construct a final modified histogram that is a
weighted mean of the modified histogram and the uniform
histogram.
Fig. 2 shows the change in gradients after applying
NMHE on "joy'', "flower'', "clock" and "toy" source
images, respectively. Fig. 2a-d show the source images and
their gradients are shown in Fig. 2e-h, whereas, Fig. 2i-l
show the contrast stretched source images and their
gradients are shown in Fig. 2m-p. It can be observed that
Fig. 2m-p have a higher gradient magnitude as compared
114

hm  n   p[n | K ]

(1)

where, p[n | K ] is the occurrence probability of the nth
intensity level given the horizontal variation of contrast C.
A measure of equalization (Meq) indicates the nonuniformity of histogram distribution of an image, which is
calculated according to Eq. (2):
M eq  sum  pu  hmc 

(2)

where, pu is uniform probability density function and c is
the modified clipped histogram calculated from original
histogram. Meq assigns the weight to absolute uniform and
the modified histogram to calculate the redesigned
histogram (hNMH) as per the following Eq. (3):





hNMH  1  M eq hmc  ( M eq ) pu

(3)

From CDF of hNMH, transformation curve T(n) is
obtained Eq. (4):

T  n    L  1 c  n   0.5

(4)

where, c(n) is the CDF of the hNMH and L = 256 for an 8bit image. T(n) is applied to the original image to obtain the
contrast improved images. Contrast enhancement results in
improved edges in the source images.
The next step to the fusion scheme is to identify the
focused areas. Various gradients based techniques are
Technical Gazette 28, 1(2021), 113-122
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proposed in the literature like DSIFT, SSGSM and local
standard deviation (LSD). LSD computes the deviation in
a neighbourhood of 3 × 3, whereas, DSIFT finds a feature
vector of 128D for each pixel of an image which contains
the 8 orientation bins of gradients in a grid of 4 × 4. The
SSGSM is based on two well-known laws: Weber-Fechner
law of perceived brightness and Sheperd similarity law
pertaining to neighbourhood similarity [19]. The perceived
brightness BP of an image I is evaluated from following Eq.
(5):
BP  a log10  I 

(5)

where, a is the constant of proportionality.
Gradients represent the edges in an image; however,
the gradient is a linear operator so it cannot suppress the
noise available in the images. Moreover, gradient measures
the distance from the local intensity variability point of
view. One of the methods proposed by [19] is the measure
of perceived similarity capable of screening out the noise
edges because of the exponential transformation.
Dissimilarity of BP along x and y axis are calculated as Dx
and Dy, respectively, and the function of corresponding
gradients Gx and Gy are given in Eq. (6) below:
 G 2
Di  Gi  e i



 ; i; i   x, y


(6)

Eq. (7) gives the magnitude of local stimuli D as
follows:
D  Dx2  D y2

(a)

(7)

(c)

(e)

in the previous step, to avoid strict boundary decision in the
forthcoming step. The output of the Gaussian averaging
filter is denoted by G1 for the first source image and G2 for
the second source image.
Next step is the determination of basic focus maps. We
achieved this by finding the definite focus regions of the
first source image and the definite focus regions of the
second source image.
Similarly, the second basic focus map contains the
definite focus regions of the second source image and
definite focus regions of the first source image. The
detailed scheme is described in the following four stages:
Stage 1: We used n × n sliding window approach to
make the fusion process shift-invariant. The size of n is
selected as 3 for window W and n × 3 for window W'. These
two window sizes are chosen to determine hard and soft
decision maps, respectively. Furthermore, windowing
operation is also used to reduce the blocking artefacts in
the coarse decision maps D1 and D2. Step size for both pairs
of sliding windows is set to one pixel. For a source image
with the resolution of P × Q, total number of sliding
window
patches
for
window
W
is:
h   P  n  1   Q  n  1 and these sliding windows
patches are denoted by W1h and W2h . Similarly, the patches
for window W' are denoted by W1h and W2h . Then create
two pairs of score matrices M 1 , M 2 and M '1 , M '2 . The
first pair of score matrices i.e. M 1 and M 2 stores the focus
information of near and far focused source image,
respectively, computed through window size W. Similarly,
M '1 and M '2 stores the focus information of near and far
focused source image respectively, computed through the
window W'. These score matrices are initialized with zero
value and have the same size as the source images in order
to store the pair of near and far focus maps acquired
through windows W and W'. The score matrices are further
used to determine the focus map against each pixel from
two source images, as shown in Fig. 4.

(g)

(b)
(d)
(f)
(h)
Figure 3 Comparison of gradient features, a) Near focused greyscale source
image; b) Far focused greyscale source image; c)-d) LSD of near focused and
far focused greyscale images, respectively; e)-f) DSIFT and g)-h) SSGSM near
focused and far focused grayscale images, respectively

Fig. 3c-d shows the results after applying LSD on both
the grayscale source images shown in Fig. 3a-b and Fig.
3e-f shows the results after applying DSIFT and finally Fig.
3g-h shows the results after applying SSGSM on greyscale
source images. The SSGSM has computed the gradient
more accurately which can be observed by carefully
observing the leaves in far focused SSGSM image and in
the cloths of boy in near focused SSGSM image. Once the
local stimuli are calculated for both the source images, the
Gaussian averaging filters G1 and G2 with a mean value of
11 and σ of 5 are applied to the outputs of both SSGSM.
The averaging filter smoothens the sharp edges recovered
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 1(2021), 113-122

Figure 4 Flow diagram for determination of focus map

For a pair of sliding windows W1h and W2h , calculate
the total focus values by summing the intensity values
accompanied by the corresponding window in H1 and H2.
H1 and H2 are determined from the following Eq. (8):
H i  Gi  Si

(8)
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where, i  1, 2 , Si is the SSGSM of source images and

I1  i, j  is focused in source image I1 , then the same pixel

Gi is the result of Gaussian filter with a mean value of 11
and a standard deviation of 5.
Let the focus score be denoted by t1h and t2h . If

must be unfocused in the source image I 2 .
The coarse decision maps obtained through above
classification rule have strong tendency to segregate the
focused and unfocused areas in both the source images,
which can be observed in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a-b shows the coarse
decision maps of source images obtained from the Fig. 3gh respectively. Afterwards, morphological operations are
applied as a post processing step on the coarse decision
maps to fill the small holes existing within the focused
areas and remove the small focused objects surrounded by
unfocused area. Fig. 6c-d shows the images obtained after
morphological operations. Fig. 6e shows the absolute
difference of binary coarse decision maps shown in Fig. 6c
and Fig. 6d. Black boundary around the body of boy in Fig.
6e belongs to the unclassified pixels.

t1h  t2h , then all the coefficients of the corresponding

window W1h in M 1 are incremented by 1. Similarly, if
T1h  T2h then all the coefficients of the corresponding

window W2h in M 2 are incremented by 1. The same
procedure is repeated to calculate the M '1 and M '2 for the
sliding window W'. Following this scheme, focus measure
score is computed for all the corresponding pixels of both
the source images. Detailed flow of the focus map
determination is shown in Fig. 5.

(a)

(c)

(e)

Figure 5 Flow diagram for determination of focus map

Stage 2: Each pixel in the focus maps F1 and F2 ,
calculated in the previous step is categorized as focused,
defocused and undetermined pixel. If the focus measure
map of a pixel  i, j  is focused in the first source image,
the corresponding pixel value in the F2  i, j  must be zero.
Similarly, if the focus measure map of pixel

 i, j 

is

defocused in the first source image, the corresponding
pixel value in the F1  i, j  must be zero. The reverse is the
case for focused and defocused pixels of the second source
image. For the remaining case, where a pixel in any focus
maps F1  i, j  and F2  i, j  is non-zero, it will be declared
as unclassified pixel.
Above classification rule can be summarized in Eq.
(9), as follows:
 focused & defocused,
I n  i, j  
 Unclassified pixel,

if Fn  i, j   0
otherwise

(9)

where, n = {1, 2}. Fig. 6 shows the classification results
acquired through equation Eq. (8). Fig. 6a-b shows the near
and far coarse focus maps F '1 and F '2 , Fig. 6c-d shows
the post-processed coarse focus maps and Fig. 6e shows
the absolute difference of Fig. 6c-d. The black area along
the boy shows the unclassified pixels, and they need to be
further processed in the next step.
Stage 3: Next step is to identify the unclassified pixels.
From above classification rule, it is clear that if a pixel
116

(b)
(d)
Figure 6 Coarse classification results of "joy'' source images, a)-b) coarse maps;
c)-d) post processing results and e)absolute difference of both decision maps

Stage 4: Final step before the fusion is to further refine
the unclassified pixels in the last step. These unclassified
pixels normally belong to the boundary between the
focused and unfocused regions. A local descriptor, spatial
frequency is used to measure the local focus of the
unclassified pixel [21]. Spatial frequency can be calculated
as per the following Eq. (10):
SF  RF 2  CF 2

(10)

where, RF is the row frequency and CF is the column
frequency, which can be calculated from Eq. (11) and Eq.
(12) respectively.
RF  1/  N1  N 2 

CF  1/  N1  N 2 

N1 1N 2 1

   I  n1 , n2   I  n1 , n2  1

2

(11)

n1  0 n2  0
N1 1N 2 1

   I  n1 , n2   I  n1  1, n2 

2

(12)

n1  0 n2  0

where, N1 and N2 is the total number of pixels in rows and
columns of the source image I. The higher the value of
spatial frequency, the higher the focus measure of the
corresponding pixel.
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3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Lytromulti-focus dataset [22]. Near focused images are
shown on the left side, whereas the right side images are
the far focused.
To prove the effectiveness of our proposed multi-focus
image fusion algorithm, we have compared our results with
the latest state-of-the-art algorithms.

For detailed experiments, we have utilized 18 pairs of
popular source images which are shown in Fig. 7. From
these pairs of multi-focus images, 10 images are greyscale
and 8 pairs are colour images. These test images are also
used in [34] and a few of them are taken from the
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(h)
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(k)
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(n)

(o)

(p)

(q)
Figure 7 Multi-focus test images used during the experiments

These include DSIFT [18], Discrete Wavelet
Transform and Adaptive Block (DWT) [23], Guided Filter
Fusion (GFF) [24], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
based fusion 25], Quadtree-based Multi-focus Image
Fusion (QMIF) [13], Energy of Laplacian based DCT
(DCT-EoL) [3] and boosted random walks-based
algorithm with Two-Scale Focus maps (TSF) [26]. The
proposed algorithm when compared to the DSIFT
implementation has the following main improvements: a)
A multiple sized kernel scheme has been introduced to
determine and hard and soft decision maps. Hard decision
map differentiates between the boundary of near and far
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 1(2021), 113-122

(r)

focus areas, whereas, the soft decision map reduces the
falsely detected focused/unfocused regions from the final
focus map. b) The dense SIFT used to calculate the activity
level map does not identify the coarse decision map
properly owing to the fact that dense SIFT detects many
redundant features, therefore, we have used SSGSM to
determine gradient features. c) Before calculating the
decision maps, contrast and edge enhancement scheme has
been incorporated to support the onward image fusion
process.
The proposed algorithm and the algorithms used for
comparisons are executed on Intel® CORETM i5 3210M
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Processor, 8 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 10 laptop. All the
algorithms were implemented on MATLAB R2014a
(8.3.0.532) 64-bit version.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Qualitative Comparison
Multi-focus source images contain both focused and
unfocused areas. Hence, a fusion algorithm with the
tendency to accurately detect and merge the focused areas
from the source images will yield a better visual
perception. For qualitative comparison, we evaluate the
visual quality of the fusion results shown in Fig. 8. These
are the results of different fusion techniques for a pair of
pre-registered "Joy" source images shown in Fig. 7p. Three
different areas from the boundary of near and far focused
source images are selected and their magnified version is
displayed above each fusion result for the purpose of
detailed visual comparison of all the fusion techniques
compared during the experiment.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

view, but the magnified area shown on the right side
contains some of the portion of unfocused part. In our
proposed fusion scheme, it can be observed that all the
three magnified areas contain sharp details of both near and
far focused source images.
Multi-focus source images contain both focused and
unfocused areas. Hence, a better fusion algorithm will have
the capability to acquire the focused areas from both the
source image more accurately. To further evaluate the
perceptive quality of the proposed fusion algorithm, the
difference between the fused and far focused "Joy'' source
image is shown in Fig. 9.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(f)
(g)
(h)
Figure 9 Difference of fused image and far focused ''Joy''' source images, a)
QMIF [13]; b) DCT [25]; c) DWT [23]; d) GFF [24]; e) DSIFT [18]; f) DCT-Eol [3];
g) TSF [26] and h) Proposed

(g)
(h)
Figure 8 Fusion result of “Joy” multi-focus test image, a) QMIF [13],; b) DCT
[25]; c) DWT [23]; d) GFF [24]; e) DSIFT [18]; f) DCT-Eol [3]; g) TSF [26] and h)
Proposed

It can be seen that GFF and DSIFT have better fusion
results as compared to the rest of the fusion methods, but
our proposed method has picked-up the focus regions from
both the source images accurately. Adequate blur can be
seen in all three areas of QMIF, DCT and DWT based
fusion schemes. For the DCT-EoL fused image, numerous
blocking artefacts are present. However, in case of GFF
and TSF, the magnified area on the right hand side has very
clear focus, but the magnified areas show the blur at the
boundary of focused and unfocused areas. Similarly, for
the DSIFT fusion results, the magnified area showing cap
118

It can be observed that the Quadtree, DWT, DCT,
DCT-EoL and DSIFT based fusion schemes have acquired
few areas of near focused source image as well, which
belongs to the unfocused area of far focused source image.
TSF also acquired some of the unfocused portion into the
fused image from the far focused source image. It is clear
from the magnified areas of the proposed fusion results that
the proposed fusion scheme has outperformed the rest of
techniques in term of preceptive quality.
Fig. 10 shows the fusion results of "Clock" source
images. It can be observed that the proposed fusion
algorithm has clearly separated the boundaries of near and
far focused images, whereas the rest of the fusion scheme
has acquired some of the out-of-focus regions near the
boundaries.
To assess the contribution of each of the source image
in the fused image, we have used Gradient Magnitude
Similarity Deviation (GMSD) [27]. Fig. 11c-d show which
portion of the near and far focused source images is present
in the fusion result of ''clock'' test images.
Technical Gazette 28, 1(2021), 113-122
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source images can be calculated from the following Eq.
(13):
Q AB/F 

 x 1 y 1  Q AF  x, y W A  x, y   Q BF  x, y W B  x, y   (13)
X
Y
 x 1 y 1 W A  x, y   W B  x, y  
X

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Y

where, QFB(x, y) represents the information transferred
from source image A into the fused image F for the pixel
location (x, y) and WB(x, y) is the weight for a particular
pixel location (x, y). A pixel with higher gradient value
influences more the QAB/F than the lower gradient value.
P

Thus W A  x, y   Grad  m, n   where P is a constant.

4.2.2 Mutual Information (MI)
MI can be determined from the following Eq. (14):
(g)
(h)
Figure 10 Fusion results of "Clock" source images, a) QMIF [13]; b) DCT [25]; c)
DWT [23]; d) GFF [24]; e) DSIFT [18] and f) DCT-Eol [3]; g) TSF [26] and h)
Proposed

MI 

L

Pif  m, n 

L

Pif  m, n  log 2 P  m  P  n 
i
f
m 1n 1

(14)

where, Pif(m, n) represents the joint probability density
distribution of the greyscale image in i and f. Pi  m  and
Pf  n  represent the probability density distribution of the

greyscale image in i and f, respectively. MI defines the sum
of mutual information between each input image and the
fused image. The greater MI shows that the fused image
has greater information than the source images [29].
(a)

(b)

4.2.3 Feature Mutual Information (FMI)
FMI is the non-reference performance metric for
fusion algorithm which calculates the mutual information
of the image features, like edges and gradients [30, 31].
FMI can be computed from the following Eq. (15):

(c)
(d)
Figure 11 Contribution of near and far focused images in fused image,
computed through GMSD, a)-b) near and far focused source images; c)-d)
contribution of relevant source images in fused image calculated through GMSD

4.2 Quantitative Comparison
Evaluation of algorithms on the basis of visual quality
is insufficient and requires a quantitative comparison.
Various fusion quality evaluation metrics have been
proposed, but none of them can completely evaluate the
fusion quality independently [28]. Some well-known
criteria for objective evaluation of fusion quality are
explained as follows:

4.2.1 Spatial Structural Similarity (SSS) QAB/F
SSS is an edge based fusion quality evaluation metric
proposed by Xydeas and Petrovic [42, 43]. This metric
finds the amount of edge information transferred into the
fused image from all the source images. QAB/F for two
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 1(2021), 113-122

FMI ijf 

1
N

N

In  f , i 

In  f , j 

 H  f   H i   H  f   H  j 
n
n
n
n 1 n

(15)

where, N represents the number of sliding windows,
H n  f  is the entropy of n th window in image f, I n  f , i 
th

is the regional mutual information between the n
window of image f and i. FMI ijf evaluates how much of
feature information of the source images has been
transferred into fused image. Higher value of FMI ijf shows
better quality of fused image.

4.2.4 Fusion Similarity Metric (FSM) QT
QT is the fusion quality metric which measures
similarity in terms of luminance, contrast and structure
between the source and fused images. QT finds above
similarities in the source and fused image block by block
through a sliding window. QT can be calculated from Eq.
(16):
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QT 

1
N

 M , N Q  i, f |n   1   M , N Q  j, f |n  

(16)

nN

where, i is the source image, f is the fused image and
similarity map  M , N is defined as in Eq. (17):

 M ,N


if
0
0,
if   jf


if
if


1
,0 
if   jf
 if   jf

if
 1,
1

if   jf


(17)

where if is defined as per Eq. (18):

if 

1 K
  ik  i  . f k  f
K  1 k 1





(18)

4.2.5 Results Discussion
Proposed fusion scheme for multi-focus image fusion
is compared with the state-of-the-art latest fusion
algorithms which include DSIFT, DWT, DCT, GFF,
QMIF, DCT-Eol and TFS. Four types of quality
assessment metrics as described earlier were used to
compare the effectiveness of our proposed fusion scheme.
Tab. 1 shows the value of SSS which is the measure of
the edge information transferred in the fused image from
source images. The overall SSS index of the proposed

method is better than the other techniques, for most of the
source images. However, for "Pepsi", "Joy" and "Toy"
source images, our results for SSS are approximately equal
to TSL method. Our proposed method acquires the edges
of source images for determining the initial fusion map.
The edge information in near and far focused 'Pepsi' images
is not well defined, hence, in-terms of SSS, our proposed
method gives the results approximately the same as those
of TSF. Similarly, for "Joy" and "Toy" source images,
there is a minor mis-registration in both the source images
and our proposed method specifically describes the
effectiveness of the method on registered images,
therefore, the SSS results of the proposed method for these
images are approximately equal to the TSF. However, for
the rest of the evaluation metrics MI, FSM and FMI, our
proposed algorithm has produced significantly better
results than the TSF for these three source images.
Pertinent to mention here is that the SSS results of our
proposed technique of above three images have a
negligible margin as compared to TSF; hence it may be
said that the maximum possible improvement of SSS for
these three test images may have been achieved.
Tab. 2 has the second quantitative measure, i.e. MI.
The MI directly measures the amount of common
information between two source images. It can be observed
from Tab. 2, that our proposed method has better MI for all
the test images, except the "Temp.". For the multifocus
image fusion, more information reflects the presence of
higher magnitude of the gradients in the fused image.
However, in Fig. 8a, it can be observed that few blocking
artefacts are present at the boundary of near and far focused
images, which increases the MI score for the QMIF method
for most of the test images. Specifically, MI of 'Temp.',
fused image, our results are approximately equal to QMIF.

Method
Prop.
DSIFT
DWT
DCT
GFF
QMIF
DCT-EoL
TSF

Ball.
0,83
0,828
0,825
0,828
0,828
0,828
0,828
0,829

Book
0,725
0,719
0,699
0,719
0,717
0,721
0,719
0,723

Clock
0,719
0,711
0,693
0,711
0,711
0,716
0,704
0,714

Disk
0,739
0,729
0,704
0,732
0,725
0,738
0,727
0,735

Table 1 SSS for fused Multi-focus Images. The best results are shown in bold
Doll Flower Girl
Jug
Lab Leop. N.P. Path Pepsi
0,745 0,696 0,720 0,783 0,749 0,828 0,682 0,694 0,784
0,732 0,694 0,718 0,779 0,744 0,826 0,674 0,689 0,763
0,714 0,654 0,701 0,751 0,724 0,822 0,577 0,594 0,77
0,729 0,678 0,715 0,778 0,746 0,826 0,673 0,679 0,785
0,697 0,694 0,715 0,757 0,738 0,827 0,664 0,69 0,777
0,706 0,695 0,718 0,756 0,747 0,827 0,681 0,693 0,784
0,717 0,672 0,713 0,761 0,736 0,826 0,661 0,676 0,765
0,732 0,694 0,718 0,778 0,745 0,828 0,671 0,691 0,786

Rose
0,720
0,710
0,683
0,709
0,707
0,715
0,709
0,714

Joy
0,746
0,742
0,719
0,741
0,743
0,740
0,736
0,747

Method
Prop.
DSIFT
DWT
DCT
GFF
QMIF
DCT-EoL
TSF

Ball.
11,21
11,18
10,87
11,18
11,13
11,18
11,17
11,18

Book
9,31
8,98
8,29
9,2
8,6
9,29
8,93
9,16

Clock
8,67
8,38
7,83
8,6
7,88
8,64
8,64
8,36

Disk
8,31
7,9
7,37
8,27
7,06
8,3
8,08
8,03

Table 2 MI for fused Multi-focus Images. The best results are shown in bold
Doll Flower Girl
Jug
Lab Leop. N.P. Path Pepsi
8,21
8,08
8,81 8,61 8,81 10,94 6,53 9,09 9,03
7,93
8,01
8,69 8,56 8,50 10,89 6,36 8,96 8,22
7,42
6,64
8,05 7,98 8,21 10,52 5,15 7,62 8,35
7,81
7,85
8,73 8,52 8,80 10,90 6,45 8,92 8,67
6,77
7,32
8,03 7,77 7,91 10,93 4,48 8,08 7,37
7,71
8,07
8,79 7,63 8,68 10,90 6,50 9,06 8,87
8,04
7,71
8,71 8,36 8,47 10,91 6,45 8,84 8,84
7,62
7,89
8,58 8,48 8,44 10,90 5,94 8,83 8,24

Rose
7,75
7,54
6,71
7,64
6,58
7,68
7,70
7,49

Joy Temp. Toy World
8,29 7,36
8,4
9,49
8,25 7,15
7,5
9,40
7,78 6,11
6,7
8,15
8,22 7,26 8,14 9,46
7,81 5,78 6,88 8,77
8,27 7,37 8,22 9,45
7,94 7,24 7,99 9,34
8,16 6,97 7,43 9,34

The FMI is a non-reference fusion metric which
reflects the amount of feature information in the fused
image. Tab. 3 shows that FMI of the proposed method is
better than all other techniques, except the GFF for four test
images. In case of FMI, GFF produces better results for
"Ball.", "Leop.", "Toy" and "World" test images. From Fig.
9 (d) of the qualitative analysis, it can be observed that the
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Temp.
0,768
0,762
0,677
0,746
0,758
0,761
0,751
0,762

Toy
0,692
0,676
0,657
0,689
0,696
0,687
0,678
0,695

World
0,775
0,774
0,723
0,773
0,772
0,774
0,771
0,774

fused images produced by using GFF technique have some
irrelevant information, which should not be present there.
This additional information is used by FMI to calculate the
feature information. Therefore, the FMI score of the GFF
is better for a few of the test images, as compared to our
proposed technique. The last evaluation metric for the
quantitative comparison is the FSM and results are given
Technical Gazette 28, 1(2021), 113-122
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in Tab. 4. Similar to the previous evaluation metrics,
overall performance of our proposed fusion scheme is
better than the competing algorithms. However, for "Ball.",
Method
Prop.

Ball. Book Clock

Disk

"Book" and "Lab" images, our FSM results are
approximately equal to the DSIFT, DCT-EoL and GFF,
respectively.

Table 3 FMI for fused Multi-focus Images. The best results are shown in bold
Doll Flower Girl
Jug
Lab Leop. N.P. Path Pepsi

0,924 0,912 0,926 0,926 0,916

0,892

Rose

Joy

Temp.

Toy

World

0,887

0,88

0,920 0,849 0,772 0,825 0,925 0,901 0,882 0,825 0,919 0,894

0,87

0,919 0,848 0,770

DSIFT

0,923 0,907 0,924 0,912 0,911

0,890

0,886

DWT

0,923 0,906 0,921

0,877

0,886 0,868 0,919 0,848 0,771 0,819 0,924 0,896 0,880 0,819 0,911 0,889

0,91

0,911

0,82

0,924 0,896 0,881

0,82

0,914 0,893

DCT

0,923 0,907 0,924 0,911 0,911

0,886

0,886 0,869 0,918 0,848 0,762 0,817 0,924 0,893 0,881 0,821 0,916 0,894

GFF

0,996 0,873 0,895 0,883

0,85

0,892

0,856 0,864 0,915 0,896 0,733 0,745

0,923 0,905 0,925 0,911 0,909

0,89

0,886

DCT-EoL 0,923 0,906 0,923 0,909 0,910

0,88

0,885 0,869 0,917 0,848 0,770 0,815 0,923 0,893 0,853 0,818 0,912 0,893

0,923 0,907 0,924 0,910 0,912

0,890

0,886 0,869 0,919 0,848 0,771 0,821 0,924 0,897 0,881 0,823 0,914 0,893

QMIF
TSF

Method
Prop.
DSIFT
DWT
DCT
GFF
QMIF
DCT-EoL
TSF

5

Ball.
133,5
157,6
120,2
132,1
151,2
129,2
155,1
141,8

Book
94,2
84,8
66,3
92,1
63,5
92,8
95,1
86,9

Clock
83,6
77,3
63,2
82,6
66,4
80,2
82,1
75,5

Disk
108,9
95,1
73,7
107,9
64,9
104,2
100,3
92,3

0,85

Table 4 FSM for fused Multi-focus Images. The best results are shown in bold
Doll Flower Girl
Jug
Lab Leop. N.P. Path Pepsi
92,8 103,7 86,4
94,8 121,0 138,5 81,6 112,5 84,8
81,6
96,3
78,9 93,6 119,2 133,0 79,9 106,5 66,0
54,0
60,4
61,2 72,1
81,1 125,2 39,8
53,8 65,3
88,2 100,7 85,5 92,3 106,3 133,4 80,8 108,7 77,3
39,6
77,0
54,5 82,3 122,3 135,0 37,0
75,6 39,8
80,7 102,4 85,8 76,6 102,9 134,4 78,1 111,7 70,2
80,1
94,6
81,9 84,4
97,1 133,2 81,1 104,2 71,2
67,9 96,85 78,9 89,4
95,4 133,3 73,9 102,7 64,1

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the SSGSM based multifocus image fusion technique using multiple sized kernel.
The source images are first pre-processed using the NMHE
histogram equalization method and then gradients of these
enhanced images are calculated using SSGSM. The basic
focus map is determined from soft and hard decision maps
acquired by employing multiple sized kernels. The final
decision map is determined by applying morphological
operations as a post processing step. The proposed
algorithm is compared with the seven other state-of-the-art
multi-focus image fusion algorithms for well known colour
and grey multi-focus image dataset. It is concluded that the
proposed algorithm has demonstrated significant
improvement in qualitative results as compared to the rest
of the algorithms. For quantitative comparison, four fusion
metrics were used, because single fusion metric cannot
show the effectiveness of a fusion scheme. For one fusion
metric, our results are approximately equal to the best
performing technique, but for the rest of the fusion metrics,
our method performs way better than the same technique.
Therefore, it is concluded that overall performance of our
proposed technique in terms of quantitative measure was
better than the rest of the techniques.
6
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